POLYNESIA,	239
months The chief variation m temperature in the islands is
due to elevation and both Mauna Loa and Manna Kea are
snow capped at times The constant winds irom the north
east ha\e a high moisture content and as the mam trend
of the islands is at right angles to the wind direction both
islands have pronounced \vet and drv sides The rainfall
maps for Oahu and Maui bring this out particularlv well
On almost any day the trade wind moisture can be seen
on the windward side of Oahu condensing as it is forced
upwards over the sheer cliff called the Pali and wreathing
the mountain top in constant cloud as it drenches the cliff
walls Some moisture earned over to the dr> side falls
intermittently as the lightest of misty rains—the liquid sun
shine of Honolulu Although the destructive hurricanes
which occasional!} molest the islands to the south do not
blow in the Hawaiian Islands strong c>clomc storms known
as konas sometimes reverse the usual order of things and
faring ram to the southern slopes In general the ram tends
to fall more m the cooler than in the hotter months
A marked effect of the lop-sided rainfall is the control
which it exerts upon agriculture As a rule the northerly
slopes are too wet for cultivation and most of the agriculture
is earned out on the southerly slopes To enable the culti
vation of the dry side howe\er most of the lowland crops
have to be irngated The underlying basalt lasers m these
islands are fortunately as porous as a sponge and they store
great quantities of water that become available by bonng and
pumping Verv expensive schemes for tapping this artesian
water and for bringing water from the west side through
the hills by flumes pipes and tunnels have been earned
out
The chief industries depend on the cultivation of sugar
cane and pineapples    The lowland plains covered for miles

